Transparency and Token Management Policy
Cube considers transparent operation important. Thus, Cube has established a policy for
transparency as follows:

1)

After listing, Cube assigns a world-class reputable accounting firm and receives annual
audits..

2)

After listing, Cube shall publish monthly operational and semi-annual financial reports to
share the operational status of the company with its contributors.

3)

When hiring new staff members, such as developers, Cube shall implement a validation
process as well as thoroughly examining the candidates’ portfolios and setting reward
policies in accordance with their abilities.

4)

The company’s budget shall be tightly managed so that it will always be possible to operate
and manage the company without additional funding for more than three years.

Communication with Contributors
1) After listing, Cube shall distribute a monthly report to share important company updates.
2) After listing, Cube must share important matters by email immediately.

Token Valuation Policy
To protect its contributors and provide them with better profits, Cube will be operated as follows:
1) The executive managers of Cube are bound by a lock-up system, which means they are not
entitled to make token sales for one year from the date of reservation sale starts. The lock-up
policy is intended to make sure the executive managers receive suitable rewards only after
the company grows enough.
2) Cube shall strictly control the use of its budget to stably increase the value of Cube tokens. At
least two-thirds of the beginning budget must remain after one year of funding. Using more
than one-third of the beginning budget for any single event requires the approval of at least
half of both the board participating in the ballot.

Contribution Details
The Contribution Period will begin on December 1, 2017. Individuals willing to contribute to and
support the development of Cube can do so by sending ether to the designated address.
The contributors will create Cube at the rate of 1,000 Cube per ETH. Token Split can be implemented.
This transparency policy and token policy will be finalized at the time of listing, and if you do not agree
to this policy, you will not be able to receive CUBE, and a refund will be made for the same amount of
contributed Etherium.
The Contribution Period will run until March 15, 2018, or the moment of reaching the ceiling. Cube
trading is done through exchanges. CUBE will be listed on the exchange after March 15, 2018.

Cube’s Valuation Management
Cube’s business model is always constructed to create high actual revenue. The profit model involves
a mixed short- and long-term model so that it maintains high valuation.
Cube aims to be a technology company that produces the highest level of technology. Cube aims to
maximize company value by preempting the security platform market based on blockchain.

Future Direction of Cube
Cube is an automotive security technology company based on blockchain and Cube is aiming to enter
into deals with automakers and companies participating in the new autonomous vehicle market - i.e
Google, Uber, Delphi and others.

